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Abstract

Our paper describes an on-going experiment aimed at creating a family of billion-token web corpora 

that could to a large extent deserve the designation “comparable”: corpora are of the same size, data 

gathered by crawling the web at (approximately) the same time, containing similar web-specific do-

mains, genres and registers, further pre-processed, filtered and deduplicated by the same tools, mor-

phologically annotated by (possibly) the same tagger and made available via Sketch Engine. To over-

come the problem of great differences in the existing sketch grammars for the respective languages, a 

set of “compatible” sketch grammars have been written that will aid contrastive linguistic research 

and bilingual lexicographic projects. The sketch grammars use a uniform set of rules for all word ca-

tegories (parts of speech) and the resulting set of tables is displayed in a fixed order in all languages. 

Keywords: comparable web corpora; sketch grammars; bilingual lexicography

1 Introduction

Ten years after its introduction to the lexicographic community at the Lorient Euralex Congress (Kil-

garriff et al., 2004), Sketch Engine (SkE) has become a standard tool in numerous lexicographic pro-

jects, as well as in various areas of corpus-based linguistic research. Sketch grammars for corpora in 

many languages have been written (cf. References). Recently published open-source tools for efficient 

web crawling (Suchomel a Pomikálek, 2012) stimulate the building of very large web corpora, the ana-

lysis of which is hardly imaginable without a powerful summarisation machine such as SkE. Newly 

implemented SkE support for parallel and comparable corpora (Kovář, 2013) facilitate its use in the 

area of bilingual lexicography and contrastive linguistic research.

In bilingual and multilingual linguistic work with SkE, we often encounter the problem of sketch 

grammars defining the collocational profiles of a headword and its translation equivalent for the res-

pective languages. Those sketch grammars have often been created for different purposes, having in 

mind different user requirements, with resulting word sketches being rather disparate, making its 

use for contrastive linguistics problematic. Our paper suggests an alternative approach to the creati-

on of sketch grammars, within the framework of which the respective grammars can be made com-

patible for (almost) all languages.
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2 The Aranea project

2.1 Why new corpora?

Besides our interest in testing the new corpus-building tools, the motive for starting a new corpus 

project was the lack of suitable corpora that could be used by students of foreign languages and trans-

lation studies at our university. The existing web corpora families that are available for download do 

not cover all the languages needed. As for corpora stored at the SkE web site1, they (1) are not available 

for download, (2) are mostly too large for classroom use2, and (3) have too different sketch grammars, 

which makes them difficult to use in a mixed-language classroom.

We expect that a set of corpora for several languages of equal size and built by a standardized metho-

dology can not only be used for teaching purposes, but also in other areas of linguistic research (cont-

rastive studies) and in lexicography (both mono- and bilingual).

2.2 The names

For our corpora, we have decided to use “language-neutral” Latin names denoting the language of the 

texts and the corpus size. The whole corpus family is called Aranea, and the respective members bear 

the appropriate language name, e.g. Araneum Anglicum, Araneum Francogallicum, Araneum Russicum for 

English, French, and Russian, respectively, etc.

Each corpus exists in several editions, differing by their sizes. The basic (medium-sized) version, Maius 

(“greater”), contains approximately 1.2 billion tokens (i.e., over 1 billion words). This size can be rea-

ched relatively quickly for all participating languages, and for the “large” ones with plenty of web data 

available, it usually takes just one or two days of download time. The 10% random sample of Maius, 

called Minus (“smaller”), is to be used for teaching purposes (e.g. for lessons in the framework of Cor-

pus Linguistics programmes for students of foreign languages and translation studies). A 1% sample, 

Minimum (“minimal”), is not intended to be used directly by the end users, and is utilized in debug-

ging the processing pipelines and tuning the sketch grammars. And lastly, the largest Maximum (“ma-

ximal”) edition will contain as much data as can be downloaded from the web for the particular lan-

guage, and its size is mostly determined by the configuration of the server.

1 http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/
2 According to our experience, the ideal corpus for teaching corpus linguistics is about BNC-sized, i.e. it 

contains some 100 million tokens. As it is not easy to prevent students from invoking search operations 
taking several minutes to evaluate, billion-plus token corpora proved to be quite unsuitable for teaching 
purposes.
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2.3 Web crawling

The source data acquisition is being performed by means of SpiderLing3, a web crawler optimized for 

collecting textual data from the web. The system contains an integrated character encoding (chared.

py) and language recognition (trigrams.py) module, as well as a tool for boilerplate removal (jusText). 

The input seed URLs (some 1,000 for each language) have initially been harvested by BootCAT4 (Baroni 

and Bernardini; 2004). 

Several input parameters of the crawling process are to be set by the user, most notably the language 

name, a file containing sample text in the respective language (to produce a model for language reco-

gnition), a language similarity threshold (a value between 0 and 1; default 0.5), the number of parallel 

processes, and the crawling time.

In our processing, we usually crawled the web in 24-hour slots (the process could then be re-started) 

with all other values set to defaults. The only exception was crawling for Slovak and Czech, where we 

used 7-day slots, as the process was much slower here. The language similarity threshold also had to 

be changed in case of Slovak and Czech. As these languages are fairly similar, the trigram method did 

not seem to be able to distinguish between them sufficiently. We have therefore increased the simila-

rity threshold value to 0.65 (saving many “good” documents, and causing many “wrong” ones to pass 

the filter) and removed the unwanted texts by subsequent filtration based on character frequencies .

2.4 Post-download processing

Besides the basic filtration aimed to remove texts with incorrect or misinterpreted character enco-

ding, missing diacritics and texts with non-standard proportion of punctuation and uppercase cha-

racters, the main processing operation in this phase is tokenization. As the tokenization strategy has 

to be compatible with that of the corpus used to train the tagger, we decided to use the tokenizers 

supplied with Tree Tagger and TaKIPI for the respective languages. In the future, we would like to 

make use of the unitok.py universal tokenizing program developed at Masaryk University in Brno (Ja-

kubíček; 2014).   

2.5 Deduplication

The whole procedure (Benko; 2013) consists of three stages. The first stage detects near-duplicate do-

cuments by means of the Onion (Pomikálek; 2012) utility (similarity threshold 0.95), and the duplicate 

documents are deleted. The second stage deduplicates the remaining text at the paragraph level using 

the same procedure and settings. The tokens of the duplicate paragraphs, however, are not deleted but 

rather they are marked to make them “invisible” during corpus searches, while they can be displayed 

3 http://nlp.fi.muni.cz/trac/spiderling
4 http://bootcat.sslmit.unibo.it/
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as context at the boundary of non-duplicate and duplicate text. In the last stage, we make use of our 

own tool based on the fingerprint method (with ignoring punctuation, special graphics characters 

and digits) to deduplicate the text at the sentence level. The tokens of duplicate sentences are marked 

similarly to the previous stage. This last step can “clean up” the duplicities among the short segments 

that fail to be detected as duplicates by Onion.

As deduplication is beyond the scope of our paper, we only mention here that the process has typical-

ly removed some 20–45% of tokens in the Maius versions of our corpora 

2.6 Morpho-syntactic annotation

For languages covered by the parameter files of Tree Tagger (Schmid; 1994), this tagger has been used 

to annotate the respective corpora. For Polish, the TaKIPI (Piasecki; 2007), and for Czech, the Morče 

(Hajič; 2004) taggers were used, respectively. The question of tools for tagging Hungarian and Ukraini-

an data has not been resolved yet. 

2.7 Tagging-related filtration

To improve the precision of tag assignments, a series of pre- and post-tagging filters have been de-

veloped that fix issues introduced by Unicode encoding of the source text5. The filtration fixes known 

tagger issues for the respective languages, namely the misassigned tags for many punctuation and 

special graphic characters (that are often tagged as nouns, adjectives, or abbreviations, and so-

metimes even as verbs with subcategories). For some languages, an additional tag with masked sub-

categories for gender and number is created, that is later used by some rules within the respective 

sketch grammars.

2.8 Current state of the project

At present, eight language versions of the Aranea corpus family have been created, containing both 

Maius and Minus editions as follows (in chronological order): Araneum Russicum (Russian), Araneum 

Francogallicum (French), Araneum Germanicum (German), Araneum Hispanicum (Spanish), Araneum Poloni-

cum (Polish), Araneum Anglicum (English), Araneum Nederlandicum (Dutch), and Araneum Slovacum 

(Slovak).

5 As an example we can point out the problem of the “apostrophe” character in French texts. As much as 8 
different Unicode characters representing the apostrophe (with just two of them being “canonical”) can 
be found in the texts collected from the web. As the Tree Tagger French parameter file originated in the 
pre-Unicode era, even one of the two “canonical” representations would not be processed (i.e., tokenized 
and lemmatized) properly without special measures, and tokens like “l’” and “d’”, that belong to the most 
frequent ones, would be mistagged.
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The crawling has also been done for Araneum Bohemicum (Czech). This data is now being pre-processed 

to be ready for annotation that will be performed by the Institute of Theoretical and Computational 

Linguistics at the Faculty of Arts of Charles University in Prague.6

The first stage of our project will be completed by Araneum Hungaricum (Hungarian), Araneum Italicum 

(Italian), and Araneum Ukrainicum (Ukrainian). With the exception of the last mentioned, we expect to 

complete the whole venture by the end of 2014.

For all of the languages mentioned, sketch grammars have been written and at least two rounds of 

testing have been performed for each corpus. The procedure involved is described in the following 

section.

3 Sketch grammars

A sketch grammar7 is a set of rules based on the CQL (Corpus Query Language8) used by the Sketch En-

gine to generate the respective collocation profiles (“word sketches”) for all lexical units (lemmas) in 

a corpus. The word sketches are pre-computed in advance, which makes the system user-friendly and 

very fast.

A sketch grammar rule consists of (1) an optional comment indicated by hash “#” character, (2) the 

rule type marked by an asterisk “*”, (3) the rule name preceded by the equal sign “=”, and (4) a list of 

CQL expressions. For example, a rule describing the relationship between two nouns (in English 

using the Penn Treebank tagset) might look as follows:

 # noun followed by another noun

 *DUAL

	 =modifier/modified 

  2: [tag=”NN.*”] 1: [tag=“NN.*”]

The “1:” label denotes the “keyword”, i.e. the lemma the word sketch is created for, and the “2:” label 

marks the lemma of the collocate. The “*DUAL” keyword indicates that the rule is to be used twice, the 

second time with swapped labels, i.e. exchanging the positions of the keyword and the collocate. The 

text following the slash “/” character will be used as a name for the second use of the rule.

In reality, the rules usually look slightly more complex to indicate that “intermediate” words may be 

present between a keyword and a collocate, or in the vicinity of them. 

6 Besides Ukrainian, Czech is the only language within the Aranea project with no free tagging tool avail-
able.  

7 https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/wiki/SkE/GrammarWriting
8 https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/wiki/SkE/CorpusQuerying
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3.1 What’s in a name

Unlike Juliet Capulet9, we believe that the name is often really important, and the sketch grammar 

rule name is exactly such a case. On one hand, it is the only component of the sketch grammar that is 

not predetermined, and thus can be “virtually anything”. On the other hand, the name is the only 

clue for the user about the contents of the respective word sketch tables, and therefore should be as 

informative as possible. It has, however, to be very short as the name is displayed in the heading of the 

respective word sketch table within a only a limited space available. Rule names longer than 10–12 

characters would increase the table widths, and the resulting word sketches could possibly not fit the 

screen.

Most sketch grammars used for corpora available at the SkE site follow the naming conventions in-

troduced by A. Kilgarriff in the first English and French sketch grammars. These rule names are moti-

vated syntactically, i.e. they denote the syntactic function of the collocate, with that of the keyword 

being implied. For example the rule name:

 =modifier/modified

is representing two rule names with readings as follows: “collocate is a modifier of the keyword”, and 

“collocate is modified by the keyword”, respectively.

The syntactically motivated rules are transparent and user-friendly for description of basic relations-

hips between subjects, object, modifiers/attributes, and verbs/predicates, but in more complex cases 

this strategy is not easily applicable. The nature of the problems can be observed in the Czech sketch 

grammar written by P. Smrž (Kilgarriff et al.; 2004). Some examples of rule names are as follows:

	 is_subj_of/has_subj

	 is_obj4_of/has_obj4

 prec_prep

	 gen1/gen2

As it can be seen, it is not really easy for the user the figure out “who is who” in the keyword – colloca-

te – syntactic function “puzzle”. Moreover, rule names like “prec_verb” do not denote any syntactic 

functions but rather just describe collocational relationships.

There are two notable deviations from the “traditional” rule name conventions in the sketch gram-

mars. In the grammar for the Slovenian FidaPLUS corpus10, S. Krek (Krek; 2006) uses rule names cont-

aining (among other features) Slovenian “case questions”. For example, the.“koga-česa” name means 

9 Juliet: “What’s in a name? that which we call a rose / By any other name would smell as sweet” (William Shake-
speare: Romeo and Juliet, Act II, Scene 2).

10 http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/wiki/Corpora/FidaPLUS
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that only collocates of the keyword that are in genitive case are displayed, with the syntactic function 

of the collocate being implied.

The second notable exception is the sketch grammar written by P. Whilelock (2010) for the Oxford 

English Corpus11 (OEC) where the rule names not only name the syntactic function, but also the PoS 

of the keyword and the collocate and their mutual position within the collocation. For example, the 

“V* ADJ” rule name stands for verb modified by an adjective, with askerisk indicating the keyword.

3.2 Sketch grammar for Slovak corpora

In our Institute, the SkE has been extensively used since autumn 2007 with several Slovak and Czech 

corpora. These corpora serve as a source of lexical evidence for our monolingual and bilingual lexico-

graphic projects, as well as for other linguistic research activities.

The sketch grammar used in our SkE installation has been optimized for a lexicographic use, and dif-

fers from most “traditional” grammars for corpora stored at the SkE web site in several aspects:

• The rule names are not motivated syntactically (i.e., they do not indicate the syntactic relations-

hip between the keyword and the collocate) but rather collocationally

• The right-hand or left-hand position of the collocate towards the keyword is indicated explicitly in 

the rule name

• The keyword’s PoS in the rule is not specified, i.e., it covers any PoS

• Recall is preferred over precision

• The number of rules and the order of resulting tables is fixed

• The object names within the rules are governed by the following rules:

• The keyword is denoted by the X symbol

• The keyword’s grammatical attributes (mostly in unary rules) are indicated by lowercase abbrevia-

tion, e.g., gen(X) indicates the genitive case of keyword

• The collocate’s PoS is indicated by an abbreviation with a leading capital letter, e.g., Aj X indicates 

a left-hand adjective collocate

• Y indicates a collocate that is from any PoS category

• Z indicates a collocate from any PoS category not covered by the other “explicit” rules

3.3 Rule name summary

The core of our grammar consists of rules covering four basic autosemantic word classes. Taking into 

account our experience with early versions of the grammar, the rules for verbs (Vb X/X Vb) and adver-

bs (Av X/X Av) do not distinguish the left and right position of the respective collocate.

11 http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/wiki/Corpora/OEC
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For nouns, two separate rules take into account the position of the collocate (Sb X, X Sb). Similar situa-

tions can be found with adjectives (Aj X; X Aj), prepositions (Pp X; X Pp) and for immediate autose-

mantic collocates (Y X; X Y). The “catch all” rules for the remaining word classes (Z X; X Z) cover most-

ly numerals and pronouns, as well as some synsemantic word classes.

The remaining two binary (symmetric) rules map the relationship of coordination, i.e., the situation 

where a keyword and a collocate with compatible morphological tags are separated by a comma (X/Y , 

X/Y) or a conjunction (X/Y Cj X/Y).

The four trinary rules cover relationships among a keyword, collocate, and preposition in different po-

sitions (Pp Y X, Pp X Y, Y Pp X, and X Pp Y).

Our set of rules is complemented by unary rules showing the frequency distribution of the keyword’s 

forms according to grammatical categories and subcategories..

The compatible grammars

In creating sketch grammars for a group of languages, it is convenient not to use the “native” tagsets 

for the respective languages, but rather to use a common symbolic notation. This can be done, e.g., by 

means of a macro processor (such as m4). We have, however, decided to adopt a different approach and 

to create a simple universal tagset (“Araneum Universal Tagset” – AUT) similar to that of the Universal 

PoS Tagset12 (UPT; Petrov et al., 2011), and to map all the respective tagsets into this tagset at the source 

vertical data level, i.e. to create a new layer of annotation. The AUT contains 11 tags for “traditional” 

part of speech categories, 7 additional tags for other elements, and one tag to indicate errors in the 

mapping process.

aTag PoS aTag PoS aTag PoS

Dt determiner/article Pp preposition Xx other (content word)

Nn noun Cj conjunction Xy other other (function word)

Aj adjective Ij interjection Yy unknown/foreign/alien

Pn pronoun Pt particle Zz punctuation

Nm numeral Ab abbreviation/acronym Er mapping error

Vb verb Sy symbol

Av adverb Nb number

Table 1: Araneum Universal Tagset (AUT).

The compatible sketch grammar using AUT consists of three sections. The first part (AUT-based) cont-

ains unary rules showing PoS category distribution for a particular lemma. The second part is 

12 The AUT PoS tags for the eleven „traditional“ word classes directly correspond with those of UPT, with the 
difference being just in the names as we wanted to keep the names of the PoS categories identical with 
those used in the sketch grammar rule names introduced before the UPT tagset has been published. The 
additional 7 categories accommodate information provided by the respective “native” tagsets that is being 
ignored by UPT. For example, the “Xx” (other: content word) tag is assigned to participles in Slovak that 
have a category of their own in the SNK Slovak tagset.
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tagset-dependent and contains unary rules showing PoS subcategories provided by the respective 

tagset. Due to differences in the depth of the morpho-syntactic annotation, the number of subcatego-

ries varies among the languages. With verbs, e.g., we have just 5 subcategories for Spanish, while more 

than 20 for Polish. The final third section (AUT-based) covers the collocational relationships of the re-

spective keyword by means of binary, symmetric and trinary rules.

The compatible sketch grammar is basically identical for all the languages with one important excep-

tion: the number of intermediate tokens between a keyword and a collocate is increased by one for 

languages having articles in their language system.

4 Discussion and conclusion

A collocationally-based sketch grammar has (against a traditional one) several advantages. It can 

symmetrically cover all relationships between keywords and collocates of all word classes (parts of 

speech). As the PoS category is not tested for the keyword, a word sketch can be created even in cases 

of incorrectly assigned tags. If the same (compatible) sketch grammar is used with corpora for two or 

more languages, the resulting word sketches can be conveniently used in contrastive linguistic rese-

arch, as well as within bilingual lexicographic projects.

The disadvantage of our approach is that not all tables for some words represent linguistically rele-

vant relationships, and they may contain a lot of noise. We believe, however, that having a fixed num-

ber of tables gives the user a clear overview, and he or she can easily ignore the irrelevant data.

In the Appendix, we present the word sketches for the lemma “without” created by means of compa-

tible sketch grammars from four Aranea web corpora..

5 Further work

In the near future, we plan to carry out activities within several tracks. Firstly, we would like to impro-

ve the quality of the Aranea corpus data itself (by means of better filtration, normalization and dedu-

plication), as well as its morpho-syntactic annotation by means of long-term evaluation of the resul-

ting word sketches. Secondly, we want to include new languages into our Aranea corpus family and to 

write the respective corpus grammars, at least for the languages taught at Slovak universities. And fi-

nally, we plan to tune the global parameters of the compatible sketch grammars, as well as provide 

language-specific improvements so that the bilingual word sketches provide more relevant results.
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Appendix

To demonstrate the compatible word sketches, we present screen shots for the preposition “without” 

in four languages (English, French, German, and Russian). Prepositions belong to word classes that 

are usually either not covered by the respective traditional sketch grammars at all, or that produce a 

limited number of output word sketch tables only.
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For all languages involved, we can observe the typical binary collocations with noun and verbs. The 

collocations with adjectives usually form a multi-word expression that is not fully displayed in the 

word sketches, but many of those can be easily recognized even without going into the actual concor-

dances.  

Note: Due to the longer adjectives in Russian, the interesting table with verbal collocates did not fit 

onto the screen.
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